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. Introduction

The assessment of science concept learning continues to be a major

research problem due to lack i refined and agreed up2n systems for

measurement of concept attainment. This deficiency is of paramount

concern in measuring classroom achievement. For example, what levels

of concept mastery are attainable by children? Answers to such questions

are pertinent to the establishment of curricular content and specification

of reasonable learning expectations for school age children. In

addition, there are implications for the management of instruction; i.e.,

whether instructional sequences are designed for individuals, small

groups, or large groups. The lack of a system(s) for measurement of

levels of concept attainment consistently inhibits progress in the

study of science concept learning.

A second deterrent to the improvement of science concept learning

is the absence of models of science concept learning. Such a deficiency

continues to produce diffuse and diluted research efforts on curriculum

and instruction on science concepts.

It is the purpose of this paper to report the progress made in a

comprehensive study designed to measure the level of attainment of

selected classificatory science concepts. Major goals are develop g

system for measuring the level of science concept attainment, developing

a model of concept attainment abilities, and studying the relationships

among learned concepts and specific cognitive abilities.



Procedure

Test Construction

2

Master lists of classificatory concepts from the biological, earth,

and physical science areas were prepared by analyzing the six fourth-

grade science texts available to the teachers in the school system

,
the concept attainment tests were to be adminitered, initially,

ten concepts were randomly selected from each of the three lists and

analyzed as follows:

1. upraordinate, coordinate, and subordinate concepts were

identified.

2. Criterial, other relevant, and irrelevant attributes were

identified.

A definition kva constructed.

4. Examples and non-examples were identified (Voelker,

Sorenson, and Frayer 1971).

Concepts that could not be analyzed using this system were randomly

replaced from the master lists until 30 concepts, 10 per area, had been

analyzed. (Table 10)

A 12-item test was constructed for each concept. Each test included

one item desighed to measure performance of these tasks (Voelker

Sorenson, 1971).

1. Given name of attribute, select example of attribute.

2. Given example of attribute, select name of attribute.



3. Given nai e. of concept, select example of concept.

Given name of concept, select non-example of concept.

Given example of concept, select name of concept.

6. Given n=one of concept, select relevant attribute.

7. Given name of concept, select irrelevant attribute.

8. Given meaning of concept, select name of concept.

9. Given name of concept select mea-inc of concept.

10. Given name of concept, snpraordinate concept

11. Given name of concept, select subordinate concept.

12. Given two concepts, select principle relating them.

These tasks were part of a schema for testing the level of concept

mastery (Prayer, Fredrick, & Klansmeier; 1969). *

Pilot stud

A pilot study was conducted to estimate the reliability of the

tests and make item indices data available for use in revising the items.

In addition, preliminary data were available for estimating the possibility

of a hierarchy of concept attainment tasks.

A simplex analysis (Guttman, 1954) was run on 12 of the 30 concepts.

The results indicated the existence of a general progression of difficulty

which approxi mated -the organization of the schema tasks used in con-

structing the concept attainment tests.(Table l).

*Note that the tasks in this schema are typically used by teachers and

researchers alike to measure the level of concept attainment. However,

analysis of'concept attainment studies reveals an absence of consistency

in patterns of use. This lack Of consistency raises serious questions
about the source(s) of variance in test results..



Table I

Simplex Analyses for Selected Arrangements

of Task Attainment Scores*

1 . 5 4 3 2 1 7 8 9 10 11 6 12

2. 3 4 5,

.8239

6 7, 8 9, 10 11, 12 .8133

*Mixed same le of boys and girls

Results

Factor

Conventional factor analyses were performed separately for the

concepts and the tasks to gain some insight into the interrelationships

among the variables of a single mode. -The conventional analyses were

obtained using three initial factor methods - -Alpha (Kaiser & Caffrey,

2
1965), Ha is R-S (Harris, 1962), and Unrestricted Maximum Likelihood

Factor Analysis (UNLFA) (Joreskog, 1967). Tucker's three-mode factor

analysis was then used to determine if there are any important concept-

task interactions for the idealized per -sons ( Tucker, 1966). (Tables 2-9)

The conventional factor results for the concepts yielded one or

more orthogonal facto_ for the various methods. The concept variables

are almost all of complexity two, three, and even greater on these

factors, however. The obligue results tend to yield simple structurstructure

but the oblique factors are very highly correlated, thus, a main



concluson is that all 30 of the concepts arc measures of a t.

functional, relationship existing among the concepts; to vis holds for

both boys and girls.

As with the concepts, the most reasonable interpretation for the

tasks is that 12 of the tasks are measures of a single underlying

ability or latent trait. The rcorrelations of the oblique factors

are extremely high when more than one factor is yielded.

The results for the three -mode factor analyses support the hypothesis

that there are no important concept -task interactions for the idealized

persons. ,Thus, it is reasonable to regard these two modes as be

independent.

Concepi: Atteiwnent

It should be noted that the concern in this analysis is for general

patterns and trends rather than comparison based on statistical

inference. This is a function of the evolutionary design of the study.

The means, standard deviations, and estimates of test reliability for

the 30 concept attainment tests are presented in Table 10. The results

indicate the highest level of attainment on the biological science concepts

and the lOwest level of attainment on the physical science concepts for

both the boys and the girls. These results are not unexpected In terms of

the age and development of the children involved and the normal range of

school and non-school experiences children have with these cone

It is of note that the girls achieved higher mean score 1-

on 25 of the 30 concepts. This general pattern of higher achievement

for girls was also evident in each of the subareas. The least

Ys
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and the most diffi-- lt concepts for both boys end girls were identical.

The highest scores were earned for mammal and fish, and the lowest scores

earned s ere for Jnvertobrate, cell, molecule, and conductor, nie "eagi ."

concepts were both from the biological science area but the most diffiCult

concepts come from both

areas.

ph -Ica] aci nce anc: the hiol science

Those concepts were easier for the children are associated

with common experience, are relatively easy to provide instructional

sequences for, and lend tiemselVes to illustration with coy c =ete examples

and non - examples. addition, they are associated s pith living things

which are of major interest to children in the elementary school.

Difficult concepts coming from both biological_and the physical

'once areas is revealing. The particular concepts can he applied in a

classificatory sense but it is not easy to develop instructional segue

to teach them in a classificatory sense. Each of the four concepts arc

abstractions from derived data rather than perceptual data which could

partially explain the lower level of attainment.

Nine of the ten concepts on which the highest science area scorer

were earned were the same for boys and girls, five from the biological.

science area and three from the earth science area. Eight of the ten

concepts on which the lowest scores were earned were identical for both

boys and girls, four from the physical science area and three from the

biological science area.

The comments in this and the previous paragraphs indicate that

differences in the performance of girls and boys on the attainment of

these and possibly other classificatory concepts are apt to he subtle.

COS



The biological L:cietice concepts divide themselves into thosu yhiuh are

readily learned and those which arc not, apparently a inoction of thc

drcs of abstraction or connection with peroentual and firthand

experience. Generally,lo'd scores wore attained on the phyical science

coneept:1 while scores earned on the earth science concepts arc more

intermediate, possibly because most are associated with direct perceptual

experience.

The results sOest that the nature of these concepts is such that

they cannot be readily classified by area or within area and that the

level of attninment of a concept is a function of its association with

the concrete world. This is not a startling finding. Rather Ir lends

credibility to postulations of Piaget and others who study the

and classes of concepts.

tho ,hild to inrm

Task Attainment

Means, standard deviations, and estimates of test reliahnities

for the 12 concept: attainment tasks are found in Table The Girls

achieved higher- levels of concept attainment on all' 12 tasks.

No estimate of the existence of a significant difference ,is mado but

it is noteworthy that the pattern holds across all 12 tasks.

A simplex analysis was run on the task attainment scores (Table 12).

These results indicate a similar pattern of attainment on the tasks

for boys and girls, the correlation between the orderings being .879,

If the girls do have an edge, it appears to he marginal,



Table 17

Simplex Ana yf:is for Tank Attnin=nt Scoron
boys: and Girls

Boys 4 1 2 10 8 11 9 6 7 12 .9120

Girls 4 3 5 21 8 10 9 11 6 12 7 .8948

*Correlation between boys and girls ordering, .879

'11w results of the simplex analysis lend support to the postulation

of a concept attainment hierarchy. While the tasks are not in the same

order as listed in the procedure (p. 2), there is n pattern which

approximates that postulation. A notable exception is that questions

-------------- -----
with A:tributes . Questions dealing with relevant and irrelevant attribut05.

of concepts are at a higher level than initially postulated. Scholars

in the discipline and/or learning theorists may deem it necessary to be

able to identify specific attributes of concepts that can be classified

and applied but children are not behavin2 as predicted. They appear to

deal more with gross perceptions of concept examples and non-examples

than with subtleties of attributes and their relative distinctions and

groupings.

Further examination of the concept attainment tasks shows the

same pattern of response between boys and girls on example and non-

example questions but there is a reversal in the results when they are

asked to select examples of attributes rather than select names of attributes.



There arc also shifts between cite reated to definitions (4 cencepts

and supraird inate and subordinate concert, iii in pattern 'goers to he

a reflection at whether there is an NI:NI:int It' relate the concept to

somQthine, NOVO Indus-lye such ou Li suprnordivate concept or to relato it

to somethin:; less cer:prel(ensive slch as n Huhordinate enAccpt. Thin

results nre not readily explained anti deserve further analysis. Another

sn'ft from the posed hierarchy was in Lite ideltification of relevant

and irrelevant attributes and relationships between concepts. The

fact that these occur at the "highest" level of attainment tends to

indicate that the tasks represent subtle ability to distinguish

properties of objects and materials, skill in the higher levels of

concept formation approaching pr)blemsolving.

Discussion

The fnet that the reported results are part of a continuing study

reads to discussion of "things Lo ponder" rather than attempting to draw

firm conclusions. Findings give rise to many pertinent questions

about the nature of children's learning, from the standpoint of the

child's psychological development as well as conditions of school

learning. Such questions relate to the effects of teaching behaviors

on children's learning styles and the attainment of selected levels

of concept attainment, and the compatibility or ineemmLihilitv of

the structure of a discipline with child development.

Little is to he said'nbout the general level of concept attainment

nor that by arca. The results confirm that the biological science

concepts found in the elementary school science curriculum are easier



learn thnn 01'

1 1 concepts

Lho extent

10

:1:n coneptt;. f the 30

that " " is pt functiml

coo exp( i en ce the CIIJlciron can be pi ided in the ir

t;chool leaniing environment and their experience with the natural:

cnrii--litera:; also the of the developing toctional t-icgiftn

Past research has indicated that children's into influence what

they learn. Children aro far mare

(c_ncepts)

totestc

rive d from scondary data and

in tang than

actions.

The tits shed some light on the inclusion of certain conccp

in the olument try school science curriculum. Mor c biologi science

concepts would be appropriate for inclusion because the children did so

well on those jnelud-d and tite fact that such concepts lend the*nselven

more often to hands-on, concrete experiences. At the lower levels of

the science curriculum a larger proportion of biological science concepts

might be appropriate.

The fact that the earth science concepts do not align t=hemselves

one way or the other in terms of difficulty indicate a neutral stance.

Thus, it might be justifiable to postulate that the "second line" of

concepts for the elementkxy school curriculum would be from the earth

science area. And last, because of the relative proportion of

abstraction, concepts from the physical sciences might be relegated

the upper level of the elementary school curriculum.

Possibly, there is need of a new approach to science curriculum

development that-would graduate concept inclusion from biological

to earth to physical science to parallel children's development

concrete to abstract. This postulation cannot be taken as an absolute

but there is a similaritybetween.the_ebncepts in the-.three` :subareas and
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the psychological. development of the child. The results of this udy

indicate that the curricular content should be' based on what children

can learn, only the structure of the discipline. And if a spiral

approach to curriculum development is used then data-are needed on the

initial point of inclusion of particular Concepts. We should question

whether-the revolving topical organization of curriculum is appropriate.

when-we include concepts from all three areas,at the same level Concepts

are developmental. Children develop their over time.

Other questions are in reference to the concept attainment tasks

and their groupings. Children responded well on those concept learning

tasks which deal with gross perceptions rather than fine distinctions

between and among examples and non-examples of-the concept. The-ability

to identify attributes of a concept appears to be more difficult than

being-able to distinguish between examples and non-examples of a

concept. Also concept attainment tasks-dealing.with definitions and

relationships between and among- concepts are easier for the children

than distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant attributes. This

further substantiates that Children .are mere able to deal with oss

perceptions than fine distinctions. This is probably a funct_on of

the child's development but one would suspect that it is also a function

of the nature of the teaching act. Particularly, in te. rms of the ways

in which instructional materials and instructional sequences are

igned. Are we trying-to force the impossible the child or

the child has -ot established a learning pat

behaviors favoring. -a, particulal,se Research

e our teaching

el and i.egel,lg6 5)

indicates that young children early adopt b. posture of being either fact
. .
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learners or concept learners. It is highly probable that our teaching

behaviors. control children's patterns of concept learning which in the

long run could restrict.the child's capabilities in concept acquisition.

There is some indication that selecting names of concepts when

given attributes is more difficult than identifying concept attributes

when given the concept name. The notable factor is the reversal in

results between the girls and the boys. Also, it is possible that concepts

are t ht by example and non-example rather than attempting to teaching

them by attribute identification and discrimination Much research has

been conducted on the manipulation of attributes of concepts in presentation

of concept example and non - examples but children may be receiving the

wrong message. They may be ignoring the fact that the exeniples and non-

examples illustrate various combinations of attribute presence or

-absence and rather, are distinguishing between the example and the

non-example at the grb

messa3e.

One also suspects

s lcvel,totally missing the developer's intended

children's classification abilities are

poorly developed in the elementary school, possibly because of

teaching sequences but also because of an-inability to comprehend,

classification, a-skill thatndefies trainini% one that must develop over

time., The research would tend to indicate that children in the elementary

school operate at the gross perception level than the fine perception

level.

Further examination of the hierarchy indicates other differential

abilitias. Selecting names of concepts appears -to be "ea e -" tha

selecting the meaning of the concept when given the name.

the-opposite? Also, . i.t appears osier for chiidre

do we teach

to identify-- subordinate
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concepts than supraordinate concepts. Is this because it is difficult

for children to relate pieces to the whole or because there is no attempt

at relating parts to wholes in our instructional programs? Is this a

reflection that our teaching moves from definitions or highs to lows

which in fact creates a learning climate which works against us when

we attempt synthesis?

One further observation is the tendency for children to succeed

when working from the positive rather than the negative. This could be

a function of child development but there is also a suspicion that the

behavior is enhanced or inhibited by the nature of teaching.

The previous discussion has raised more questions than it has

formulated conclusive generalizations. However, this is consistent with

the stage of evolution of the study. The results are not startling

but they do indicate that children learn better those things closely

related to observable phenomena. Our apriori classification of

concepts as easy or difficult or as classificatory or theoretical may be

too stringent. As far as children are concerned there are aspects of the

same concept which fall in both the classificatory and theoretical realm.

This study deals with "learned" concepts. Do our assessments of

concept attainment measure a combination of factors including teaching

behaviors, organization of instructional strategies, and the learning

development of the child? Are we actually measuring learning pattern,

response to teaching behaviors, or is it more probable that we are

measuring combinations where the interactions are so subtle that our

research is really dealing with questions too large and gross?
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The results also indicate that children may have difficulty in

identifying the properties of objects and things. Their classifying

behavior is relatively poor. This could, of course, reflect an inability

to do this as a function of many factors, but it could also be a reflection

of poor preparation in this area. An examination of instructional

materials would reveal an assumption that children can classify solely

because they can distinguish between apples and oranges. These results

imply that the ability to classify is apt to be more a function of the

ability to identify attributes of concepts and distinguish between

and among relevant and irrelevant attributes, singly and in combination.

In terms of design of instructional materials and,. children's ability

to classify, we are probably expecting too much of the elementary school

child is classifying and applying classification skills to concept learning.

The results of the study lend credibility to the postulation of a

hierarchy of concept learning tasks. This has major implications for

the selection of curricular content and the design of instructional

sequences.

Last but no least, these data lend credibility to two contentions.

One, touted by Raven (1968a,b, 1970) for some time, is the lack of compati-

bility between the structure of the discipline and psychological development

of the child. Children do not think like adults and cannot rediscover

what scientists have. Therefore we need a careful examination of the

nature of science curriculum and instructional procedures. And as

Norvel Scott (1970) has indicated we have totally inadequate

information on children's cognitive abilities and their connections to

science concept learning.



Table 2

Nun} P of Initial and Derived 'actors for Concept Scores: Boys -end Girls

tor
Method

Alpha

Barris

UMLFA

Initial :Derived Ort -Tonal Factors DeriVed Oblique Factors
Factors Common apec. N -Common Specific Null_ -_-
B G B B B

1 1

17 17

2

1 0 0

8 7 -1

3

8 8

0 0 2

1

7

0 0

Table

Numbers of initial and Derived Factors for Task Scores: Boys and Girls

Factor
Method

Alpha

Harris R-S
2

UDILFA

Factors
B d-

1

5 it

3

Derived Orthogonal Factors
Common Specific Null

G U G B

Derived 0 lique Factors
---

ciflc Null

1 0

2 2 G 1

3

0

3

1

2

0 0 0



TADLE 4

-Obliq sc Cornon Factor 0 for Science Concepts: 31,J

Concept

3 a

1-2 11-7

e.

U-1 U-2A.1 14-- 1 g3 11-h H-:

Area: Biological a-

1 Bird 77 93 63

2 Cell 74 65 97

3 Fish 82 46 So 131 -147

h Heart 8h )42 54 32
5 Invertcla- 73 75 60
6 Lens. 77 36 109 73
7 Lungs . 86 63 914

8 Mammal 77 37 62 96

9 .Thiscle 17 56 58
-10 Pore 83 43 41 ho

Area: Earth Science
11. Cloud 86 33 54
12 Core Bo 99 60
13 Fossil 83 -52 614 99
114. Glacier 83. 115 -32_ 92

15 Meteor -8© 96 72
16 Moon 81 33 77

17 planet 83 37 47
18 Sedimentary Rock 75 145 39 36
19 Volcano 811 So 75 714

20 Wind 8h 72 32 80

Area: Physical Science
21 Conductor 71 67 -33 105
22 Evaporation 83 98
23 Expansion 82 83 95
a Friction' 76 -54 37 57 64
25 Liquid 77 108 53.
26 Melting -81 52

.27 -Molopule .7h 60 -40 115
28 -Solid 83 67 65 49 35
29 Sound 81 73 34 48
30 Thermometer 81 63 -35 39 66

intercorrelations of 2 93 95
factors 3 81 84

91 91 79

S 75 79 78 75
6 91- 92 82. 90 79

7 .86 88 76. 87 68 81t

95 -93 86 92z-80 92 87

Include} those variables rah
als &ratted.

i,ch have coefficients greater than 30 absolute).



TABLE 5

live Common Factor Reaats for Science Con Girls

Area: Biological Science
1. Bird
2 Cell
3 Fish
14 Heart
5 Invertebrate
6 Lens
7 Lungs
8 Mmomal
9 Muscle

10 Pore

17 Planet
18 Sedimentary_ Rock
19 Volcano
20 Wind

lntercorrelationa of
ors

2
3

5
6
7

Alpha

A-1

68
65
78
78

Area: Earth Science
11 Cloud 8o
12 Core 714

13 Fossil 80
114 Glacier 76
15 ?Meteor 78- So

Area: Physical Science
21 Conductor
22 Evaporation 81
23 Expansion -79
214 Friction 73
25 Liquid 80
26 Melting
27 .Molecule.
28 -Solid
29 Somd
30 Thermometer

81
69 87
76
78

78
65
79
80
70

2 H- H =14

109
82

52

58

8o
89 82
90 85 90
90 84 89 91
92 83 92 93 91
92 80 90 87 90 90

*

63
56
76

93
92 91

UnFA

B-6 H.7 U-1 U-2 U-3

814

86
140 75 -43 49
96 714

67 51
64 97 79
814 32 62 116
76 140 66 1114 58
72 37 33 33 62
80 50 39 74

39 141 -32 39
75

70 85
35 63

76
37
52 37 56

90
38

53 100

90
38 31 73
81 52

107 74
38 141 32

91 39
00 35 33

37
97

110

Includes those variables which have coefficients
Decimals have been omitted.



TABLE 6

Oblique Common Factor Results for Science Tasks: Rovr-

Tas

Aloha Harris h-S2 UMLFA

U;.1 U-2 U-3-1 11 -2

79
72

112

74

97

1 Given name of attribute, select example.
2 Given example of attribute, select name.
3 Given name of concept, selec-texample.
i Given name of concept, select nooexample.
5 Given example of concept, select name.

89

92

83

79
90

120
69
46

39

54.

116
6 Given concept, select relevant attribute. 91 102 105
7 Given concept, select irrelevant attribute. 87 98 93
8- Given definition of concept, select name. 93 _75 78.
9 Given name of concept, select definition, 92 99 105

.

10 Given concept, select supraordinatc concept. 93 34 Go 61
11 Given concept, select subordinate concept. 91 77 76
12 Given two concepts, select relationship. 86 106 108

Iatercorrelation of factors: 91 91
93 87

P.4711 --
Includes those variables which have coefficients greater than
Decimals have.been omitted.

TAME 7

Oblique Common Factor Results Science -Ta Girls

absolute)

Al )ha Harris R- S2

A-1 H-1 H-2

Una

U-2 U-3

1 Given name of attribute, select example. 88 35 51 102
2 Given example of attribute, select name. 89 63 101
3 Given name of concept, select example. 86 85 37 53
4 Given name of concept, select nonexample. 77 103 96
5 Given example of concept, select name. 86 64 52 144
6 Given concept, select relerant attribute. 89 99 79
7 Given concept, select irrelevant attribute. 83 106 90
8 Given definition of concept, select name. 91 82 149 56
91 Given name of concept, select definition. 93 87 87

lo, Given concept, select supraordinate concept. 92 78 80
11 Given concept, select subordinate coitept. 88 81 94
12 Given two concepts, select relationship. 86 96 107

.orrelations of facto 91 90
914 83

Includes these variables whiCh have coefficient realer an .30 (absolute).
Decimals have been omitted.



TABLE 8

Three-Mode Core ECS

Idealized Task
Persons Components

Type I

e1) Components

Area Area
2

1 1 1.79 1.74 1.79
-775 -7F-7.J, f3

3 2.00 177
2 1 4143 .61 .20

2 .12 78. .29
3 -.143 - .39 56

Type II.

Concept ComponentsIdealized
1,POrson

Task"
Components

14 5
1 1.29 1.e0 1.1(

1%17 1:16 0
1.70 1.70 1.62 9 1.03

2 1 .28 .09 .18 .17' - .302 71 .35 .07 - .16 .003 - .39 - .17 - .25 - .38

1 - .20 - 023 .14 .62 - .272 -.014 -.20 .45 - 7E5 .13t'
- .01 .07 .31 .05 .18

1 - .23 .76 .29 .o42 - .11 - .23 ..09 .26 .24
3 - .09 .01 .16 .05 .04

1 .06 .04 - .07 .24 .172 = .08 .21 - .54 - .25 .123 .11 .12 70 .10 .05

6 1 .41 - .13 04 - .01 .282 .11 .05 .01 - .10 .513 .12 - .03 .06 .01

6

121r
17.172-_

1.73

.65

ln
4.04.v

.55

2
7

.7 1.V

.03 .08

.20 .09

.14 - .29

.05 - .56

.28 7 .32
s .06 .13

.02 .o4

.26 - .12

.04 .12

.09 .16

- .45
.22 .04

.27 .28
- .15
-.114 .08

.02

.07

.13

.15

.49

.31

.36

.49

.06

. 5

.04

.014

Variables comprising task components:

Type I: 1 - Tasks 1-3, and
2 - Task 4
-Tasks 6 12

Type II: 1 - Tas:cs 1, 2, and 4
: Tasks 3 and 5
Tnf,ks 6 - 12



Throe-Mode Core Results: Girls

Type

Ccnceot Comnonents
. .

Idealized Task* Area Area
Persons Components

2

1 2

area

1 1.00
2 -775
3 2751

1 - .18
2 .140 - .62

3 .13

1.00

2.3h

,*Idealized Task
=Persons Cori

e II

1.03

2.21

- .28
- .38

.52

Concent Components

1 1 2.17 .81 1.32 .27 .35 .811 1.08
2 1746 --*-137 .21 .16 3T -765
3 177 .63 .113 1.06 176T

_,.......

2 1 ..51 -.15 .27 .56 -.21 - .17 .22
_2- :117 .02 .5i - .19 - .25 - .311 .59

3 - .56 - 45 - 715 -.111 - .27 - .37 -.19
.

1 .10 .61 - .20 .04 .07 - .01 .30
2 - .02 - 7572: - .37 .22 .30 - ..25 .44

...._.

3 - 13 - .01 - .03 .01 .17 - 06 -- .01

1 -.15 - .08 .10 .19 .11 .12
2 - .06 .54 .10 .07 .45 .31 .17

3 - .11 751 .o5 - .11 .07 .111 .01

* Variables comprising task components:

Type I:. 7 Tasks 3 and
Task 4'
Tasks 6 - 12

Type II: 1 - Tasks 1, 21_ and 5
2 Tasks 3 and LI
3 - Tasks 6 - 12
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1 Standar Dc:vj tiont;, A Rolibilitiea.

Tests At

Numbor

otand:Ird

1)cvint ion Hoyt Roliabilit-

GirlsBoys Glra.s Bova Girls Boys

1 23.17 24.54 5.14 4.51 .84 .83
22.22 23.44 5.74 4.80 .87 .84

3 23.50 24.1.1 4.46 3.60 .80 .72
4 23.34 23.65 4.20 3.38 .76 .66
5 22.95 23.57 5.36 4.30 .85 .78
6 18.76 20.18 6.10 5.61 .85 .83
7 16.76 18.05 6.30 5.74 .85 .83
8 20.17 21.37 6.81 5.76 .89 .85
9 19.06 20.26 6.48 5.99 .87 .86

10 20.67 21.04 6.50 5.94 .88 .87
11 18.82 19.49 5.66 4.81 .83 .77
12 17.32 17.63 5.90 5.52 .83 81

Given name of attribute, select example of attribute.
2. Given example of attribute select name of attribute.
3. Given name of concept, select example of concept:
4. Given name of concept, select non-example of concept.
5. Given example of concept, select name of concept.
6. Given name of concept, select relevant attribute.
7. Given name of concept, select irrelevant attribute
8. Given meaning of concept, select namc-of concept.
9. Given name of concept, select meaning of concept.

10. Given name of concept, select supraordinate concept.
11. Given name of concept, select subordinate concept.
12. Given two concepts, select principldrelating them.
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